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Feature Summary and Revision History

Summary Data
Table 1: Summary Data

cnBNGApplicable Product(s) or Functional Area

SMIApplicable Platform(s)

Disabled - Configuration RequiredFeature Default Setting

Not ApplicableRelated Changes in this Release

Not ApplicableRelated Documentation

Revision History
Table 2: Revision History

ReleaseRevision Details

2021.01.0First introduced.

Feature Description
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) over Ethernet (PPPoE) is a point-to-point link with the subscriber over an
Ethernet network where the standard PPP negotiations are used for authentication and IPv4 address assignment.
The basic PPPoE is defined in RFC-2516. This RFC defines two distinct stages:
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• Discovery stage: This sets up a point-to-point session over which PPP can run between two points. For
example, between the CPE and Broadband Network Gateway (BNG). This is the PPPoE protocol itself.

Unlike PPP, the PPPoE discovery protocol defines a client-server relationship with the client initiating
the discovery of the server and the subsequent setup of the point-to-point link.

• Session stage: This runs over the established point-to-point connection, negotiating the PPP protocols
(LCP, Authentication, IPCP) as required for a standard PPP interface.

The session stage carries the data packets from the PPPoE (this includes PPP protocol negotiation) and
the actual data packets to and from the subscriber.

PPPoE Overview
The cnBNG CP supports the standard PPPoE protocol, as defined in RFC-2516. It implements the PPPoE
server functionality, that is, providing PPPoE sessions to subscribers who request them. More specifically, it
supports the following functionality:

• Handling incoming PPPoEActive Discovery Initiation (PADI) packets and replying with a PPPoEActive
Discovery Offer (PADO) packet when the PADI is valid.

• Handling incoming PPPoE Active Discovery Request (PADR) packets and setting up a PPPoE session
for the subscriber when the PADR is valid. It also replies with a PPPoEActive Discovery Session (PADS)
with an allocated session-id.When the PADR is not valid (or session setup fails), a PADS is sent containing
a zero session-id and an error tag.

• Handling incoming PPPoE Active Discovery Termination (PADT) packets and terminating the
corresponding PPPoE sessions.

• Sending a PADT packet to the subscriber when terminating a PPPoE session.

PPPoE Features
The cnBNG supports the following PPPoE features.

PPPoE Tag Support

cnBNG supports the following PPPoE tags as defined in RFC-2516.

• Service-Name

• AC-Name tag

• AC-Cookie

• Host-Uniq tag

• Relay-Session-Id tag

• End-Of-List tag

• Vendor-Specific tags

• Error tags

• Max-payload tag
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Interface types

PPPoE is generally supported on all types of Ethernet interfaces. The cloud-native CP supports PPPoE if the
configuration is present either on the port identifier, NAS level, or at the router level. The UP is responsible
for the interfaces where the PPPoE punt inject towards CP can be enabled.

CoS Bits

The cnBNG allows configuration of the Class-of-Service (CoS) bits value used in the Ethernet header of
PADx packets. This ensure that the PPPoE control packets get treated at a higher priority. The cnBNG CP
passes these values in the inject packet and the UP places these CoS values in the PADx packets it forwards
towards the CPE.

Service Selection

The PPPoE Service Selection feature uses service tags to enable a PPPoE server to offer PPPoE clients a
selection of different services in the PADO. Then the client chooses one of the services offered and then sends
the desired service name in a PADR. This feature enables service providers to offer a variety of services and
to charge customers according to the chosen services.

Whenever a PADI is received containing one of the locally configured service-names, the PADO response
contains all the configured service-names.

A configuration is also provided to allow the user to disable Service Selection. In this case, the PADO only
contains the service-name that was in the original PADI.

Session Limits

• Mac-limit – max sessions per MAC address.

• Circuit-id-limit – max sessions per circuit Id.

• Outer-vlan-limit – max sessions per outer VLAN.

• Max-limit – total max sessions per UP.

PPP Overview
The Point-to-Point Protocol provides a standard method for transporting multiprotocol datagrams over
point-to-point links. It defines an encapsulation scheme, a link layer control protocol (LCP) and a set of
network control protocols (NCPs) for different network protocols that can be transmitted over the PPP link.

The LCP is used to configure and maintain the data link. PPP peers use the LCP to negotiate various link
layer properties or characteristics.

AnNCP is used to establish and configure the associated network protocol before data packets for the protocol
are transmitted. For example, IP Control Protocol (IPCP) is used to negotiate IPv4 addresses between peers.

Between LCP and NCP negotiation phases there is an optional authentication phase that the LCP exchanges
are agreed upon. Several different authentication schemes are selectedwith ChallengeHandshakeAuthentication
Protocol (CHAP) being the most prevalent one. The basic PPP protocol is defined in RFC 1661 and there are
extensions to it for various features.
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PPP Features
The cnBNG supports the following point-to-point protocols required for bringing up a PPPoE session.

• Link Control Protocol (LCP): This is used for PPP link configuration.

• IP Control Protocol (IPCP): This is used to negotiate IPv4 addresses between peers.

• IPv6 Control Protocol (IPv6CP): This is used to negotiate IPv6 interface ID.

• Password Authentication Protocol (PAP): This is used to verify the identity of the peer by means of a
two-way handshake

• Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP): This is used to verify the identity of the peer by
means of a three-way handshake.

For more information about the protocols and their negotiation, refer the respective RFCs.

Address Assignment Strategies
The IPv4 address assignment occurs as part of the IPCP negotiation. The address can be part of the RADIUS
profile. Often it is the RADIUS profile that specifies the pool to use and the Control Plane (CP) selects an
address from that pool. If neither the address nor pool comes from the RADIUS, the PPP profile configuration
(on the box) specifies which pool name to use. This profile is attached to the port identifier where the PPP
packets are received.

The IPv6 address assignment occurs in two phases:

• First, as part of the IPv6CP, the interface-ID is negotiated with the CPE, which is used for link local
negotiation.

• Second, after the CPE initiates the DHCPv6 protocol to get IPV6 IANA or IAPD (or both) address
allocation, it gets the IPv6 address from either the RADIUS or from a pool.

How it Works
This section provides a brief of how the PPPoE Subscriber Management feature works.

PPPoE Handling
The PPPoE discovery-stage protocol consists of basic packet exchange between the subscriber and server
(cnBNG). The following illustration displays the flow of events.
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In brief, the protocol can be summarized as follows:

• When the subscriber wishes to establish a PPPoE session, it sends PADI message to the server.

• The PADI may be multicast, if the subscriber tries to find out if any servers are available.

• The PADI contains a Service-Name tag, which indicates the service that it wants the server to
provide.

• When a server receives a PADI message, it checks if it can provide the service requested to the subscriber.
If it can, it replies with a PADO message.

• The PADO message is unicast to the peer. It contains the Service-Name the client requested.

• When the subscriber receives the PADO messages from the servers, it selects the server to connect to
and sends a PADR message.

• The PADR message is unicast, directed to the specific server with which it wants to establish a
session.

• The PADR message also contains the Service-Name tag.

• When the server receives a PADR message, it checks if it can provide the service to the subscriber.

• If it can, it chooses a 16-bit Session-Id to identify the session of the subscriber and sets up the
necessary state for the subscriber. It then replies with a PADS confirmation, which contains the
Session-Id to indicate to the subscriber that the session is established.

• If it cannot provide a session, it replies with a PADS containing an Error-tag, which indicates the
reason it cannot. This PADS contains a zero Session-id.
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• After the PADS is sent, the subscriber and server negotiate PPP in the standard way.

• When either the subscriber or the server wants to terminate the session, it sends PADT message to the
peer with the Session-Id. This clears up all the states associated with the session.

This completes the PPPoE discovery stage. the peers can now start the PPP negotiation.

PPP Handling
The network topology of the PPP is the point-to-point link between the BNG and the subscriber (this link is
established during the PPPoE Discovery phase):

The PPPoE subscriber is viewed like any other PPP peer – LCP, Authentication and IPv4CP or IPv6CP (or
both) are negotiated to establish the PPP link.

The standard scenario where the BNG terminates both the PPPoE and PPP subscriber session is referred to
as PPP Termination and Aggregation (PTA). This distinguishes it from the more complex L2TP Access
Concentrator (LAC) and L2TP Network Server (LNS) scenarios where the PPPoE is terminated locally on
the BNG but the PPP session is terminated on a separate node from over L2TP to an upstream box known as
an LNS.

Call Flows
This section includes the following high-level call flow.

PPPoE Bring-Up Call Flow

In cnBNG, the PPPoE and PPP Control Plane runs the overall PTA session bring-up, which includes the
PPPoE and PPP negotiation as shown in the following call-flow.
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Figure 1: cnBNG PPPoE Bring-Up Call Flow

Table 3: cnBNG PPPoE Call Flow Description

DescriptionSteps

The CPE initiates the PPPoE packet exchange. The BNG-CP verifies the tags, session
limits, service name, and so on and creates a PPPoE interface.

1

The BNG-CP sends a Success PADS message with an assigned PPPoE session ID.2

The CPE and BNG-CP negotiate the LCP link parameters and authorization methods
to use.

3

The BNG-CP authenticates the CPE with the provided username and password via
AAA and downloads the network level parameters.

4

The CPE starts the IPv4CP and gets the IPv4 address. The BNG-CP programs the
IPv4 route and features on the BNG-UP. Accounting start is initiated for IPv4.

5

Now bidirectional IPv4 traffic is enabled for the subscriber with the applied features.6

Optionally, the CPE starts IPv6CP in case of dual stack. The local and peer interface
ID are negotiated and the BNG-UP is programmed to allow link local negotiation to
occur.

7

The BNG-UP completes the link local addressing with the IPv6 ND router
advertisement.

8
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DescriptionSteps

The CPE starts the DHCPv6 packet exchange on the negotiated PPPoE session to get
the global IPv6 address assignment.

9

The BNG-CP programs the IPv6 routes and features into the BNG-UP and responds
to the CPE with the DHCPv6 Reply packet to acknowledge that the IPv6 is up. At
this stage, the session is converted into a dual stack in the CP.

10

The subscriber can now send and receive IPv6 traffic from the Internet.11

The BNG-UP collects and pushes the interim statistics to the BNG-CP. The BNG-CP
pushes these statistics to the Policy Plane for billing.

12

Standard Compliance
The PPPoE Subscriber Management feature is aligned with the following standards:

• RFC 1661 Point-to-Point Protocol

• RFC 2516. A Method for Transmitting PPP Over Ethernet (PPPoE)

Limitations
The PPPoE Subscriber Management feature has the following limitations:

• Only PTA sessions are supported.

• Session throttling is not supported

• Session Limits features is supported only with a single PPPoE instance.

• The PPPoE profile and PPP feature template configuration changes are applied only to the new sessions.
These changes are not applied to the existing sessions.

• Update of PPP features via CoA is not supported.

Configuring the PPPoE Subscriber Management Feature
This section describes how to configure the PPPoE Subscriber Management feature.

Configuring the PPPoE Subscriber Management feature involves the following steps:

1. Creating the PPPoE profile

2. Creating the PPP Feature template

Creating PPPoE Profile
Use the following commands to create a PPPoE profile and provide the PPPoE protocol specific parameters.

config
profile pppoe pppoe_profile_name
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mtu mtu

service-selection-disable [ true | false ]
max-payload minimum { payload_value } maximum { payload_value }
service-name service_name

ac-name ac_name

ac-cookie ac-cookie_name

session max limit { count } threshold { count }
session mac limit { count } threshold { count }
session circuit-id limit { count } threshold { count }
session outer-vlan limit { count } threshold { count }
timeout-completion period

control-packets priority cos_value

exit

NOTES:

• profile pppoe pppoe_profile_name: Specifies the PPPoE profile name.

• mtu mtu: Specifies the default PPP maximum transmission unit (MTU) value to use if the Max-Payload
tag is not provided. The valid values range from 500 to 2000. The default value is 1492.

• service-selection-disable [ true | false ]: Enables or disables the advertising of extra service names in
the PADO packets. True enables the service and false disables the service. The default value is false.

• max-payload minimum { payload_value } maximum { payload_value }: Specifies the supported
PPPoE service name. Multiple service names can be configured simultaneously. The valid value is an
alphanumeric string ranging from 1 to 256. All service names are accepted.

• service-name service_name: Specifies the supported PPPoE service name. Multiple service names can
be configured simultaneously. The valid value is an alphanumeric string ranging from 1 to 256. All
service names are accepted.

• ac-name ac_name: Specifies the access concentrator (AC) to use in the PADO packets. The valid value
is an alphanumeric string ranging from 1 to 256. The default ac-name is the router hostname.

• ac-cookie ac-cookie_name: Specifies the AC-Cookie to use in the PADO packets. The valid value is an
alphanumeric string ranging from 1 to 256.

• session max limit { count } threshold { count }: Specifies the total maximum number of sessions and
threshold allowed per User Plane per profile. The valid values range from 1 to 65535. The default value
is 65535.

• session mac limit { count } threshold { count }: Specifies the maximum number of sessions and threshold
allowed per UP per peer profile. The valid values range from 1 to 65535. The default value is 65535.

When the threshold is passed, a syslog is printed as a warning.

• session circuit-id limit { count } threshold { count }: Specifies the maximum number of sessions and
threshold allowed per circuit-id. The valid values range from 1 to 65535. The default value is 65535.

When the threshold is passed, a syslog is printed as a warning.

• session outer-vlan limit { count } threshold { count }: Specifies the maximum number of sessions and
threshold allowed per UP per peer profile. The valid values range from 1 to 65535. The default value is
65535.

When the threshold is passed, a syslog is printed as a warning.
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• timeout-completion period: Specifies the maximum time to wait for the session to be completed (an
NCP to come up for PTA sessions or the L2TP tunnel to be setup for LAC sessions) before terminating
the session. The valid values range from 30 to 600 seconds. The default value is 120 seconds.

• control-packets priority cos_value: Specifies the CoS to use in the PADx packets. The valid values
range from 0 to 7. The default CoS bits are used.

Creating the PPP Feature Template
Use the following commands to create a PPP feature template.

The PPP feature template allows per subscriber PPP parameters.Note

config
profile feature-template feature_template_name

ppp
authentication { chap | pap }
chap hostname chap_hostname

chap password chap_password

ipcp dns ipv4_address

ipcp peer-address-pool ipam_pool_name

ipcp renegotiation ignore
ipcp wins ipv4_address

ipcpv6 renegotiation ignore
ipcp wins ipv4_address

max-bad-auth count

max-configure count

max-failure count

pap accept-null-password
timeout absolute seconds

timeout authentication seconds

timeout retry seconds

keepalive interval secondsretryseconds[ disable ]
exit

NOTES:

• profile feature-template feature_template_name: Specifies the profile feature template name.

• ppp: Enters the PPP Configuration mode to configure the PPP feature.

• authentication { chap | pap }: Specifies the authentication type as CHAP or PAP.

• chap hostname chap_hostname: Specifies the hostname to use for CHAP authentication. The valid
values range from 1 to 64. The default value is the router hostname.

• chap password chap_password: Specifies the password to use for CHAP authentication.

• ipcp dns ipv4_address: Specifies the DNS address to use for the peer.

• ipcp peer-address-pool ipam_pool_name: Specifies the address pool to use to obtain an IPv4 address
for the peer.
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• ipcp renegotiation ignore: Specifies to ignore the attempts of the peer to renegotiate IPCP. The entire
PPPoE session is terminated on renegotiation.

• ipcp wins ipv4_address: Specifies the Windows Internet Name Service (WINS) address to use for the
peer.

• max-bad-auth count: Specifies the maximum authentication failures to allow. The valid values range
from 0 to 10. The default value is 0.

• max-configure count: Specifies the maximum number of Conf-Reqs to send without a response. The
valid values range from 4 to 20. The default value is 10.

• max-failure count: Specifies the maximum number of Conf-Naks to send. The valid values range from
2 to 10. The default value is 5.

• pap accept-null-password:Accepts the null password feature for PAP.

• max-failure count: Specifies the maximum number of Conf-Naks to send. The valid values range from
2 to 10. The default value is 5.

• timeout absolute seconds: Specifies the absolute timeout for a PPP session. The valid values range from
0 to 70000000 minutes.

• timeout authentication seconds: Specifies the total time to allow for authentication to complete. The
valid values range from 3 to 30 seconds. The default value is 10.

• timeout retry seconds: Specifies the maximum time to wait for a response to a Conf-Req. The valid
values range from 1 to 10 seconds. The default value is 3.

• keepalive interval seconds retry seconds [ disable ]: Specifies the keepalive interval and the retry
attempts for the subscribers. The valid values range from 10 to 120 seconds for the keepalive interval.
The default is 60 seconds. The valid values range from 1 to 255 for the retry attempt. The default value
is 5 counts.
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